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1.0 Introduction  

 
1.1. Seed Waikato Incorporated is a registered charity (CC55322) with a dream to see young                           

people thrive in the Waikato. Our vision is a vibrant Waikato for young people, powered by                               
young people. We run inspirational events for 18-30 year olds that nurture connection,                         
growth, community, and wellbeing, as well as hosting local bloggers on our website that                           
explore topics like leadership, volunteering, politics, mental health; and vibrancy. Over 900                       
young people have engaged with Seed through our events and workshops since our launch                           
in September 2017. 

 
2.0 Background 

 
2.1. Seed Waikato acknowledges that mental health and addiction is a severe issue in New 

Zealand. New Zealand has one of the highest youth suicide rates in the OECD, highest 
amongst males and Māori. We had 16,806 calls taken in relation to attempted suicide. 16% 
of the population in the Waikato is between the ages of 18-30, making the Waikato heavily 
affected as a community. 

 
2.2. The contents of this submission have been brought together by 130 Waikato rangatahi who 

shared their own experiences with mental health and addiction and also their experiences 
with friends and family.  

 
2.3. We would also like to acknowledge the representatives that attended on behalf of their 

family and friends to share an insight on these important issues. 
 

2.4. Seed Waikato and on behalf of its partners wish to thank the government for having the 
opportunity to express our views on this significant issue for Aotearoa.   

 
3.0 What is working well at the moment 

 
3.1. There is positive feedback for areas in mental health and addiction that are working well at 

the moment. A strong theme was the support from family and friends, having whānau who 
were understanding and available was critical to those looking to access services and 
feeling supported along their journey, as noted by one attendee on behalf of a friend “the 
more people she let in, the better she got”. There were shared personal experiences, “I 
started to learn more, talk more about it, I was surprised by how many people wanted to 
help”. 

 
3.2. Education sectors came through as a first point of contact for many people and was said to 

provide vulnerable youth in our community with hope and a place to feel safe. Schools, 
universities and like organisations are day to day points of contact for our youth. Having 
access to good support was leading to a positive outcome to mental health and addiction. 

 



 

Examples in schools and universities include; a year 12-13 anti-harassment team; staff 
having good awareness of issues, counsellors being passionate, good at what they do and 
supportive through the whole journey.  

 
3.3. Services and Government initiatives were helpful for many attendees. Women’s Wellness 

Victoria was said to be supporting women in this area well. One attendee stated that the 
“government funded six sessions… pretty much saved me”. The Crisis Support Team has 
influenced and supported many youth in our meeting. A few positive comments from the 
attendees include; 

 
3.3.1. “Crisis line women said ‘I was so glad you called’. That night she had 

meet me at the hospital.” 
3.3.2. “Crisis Team personal approach”; 
3.3.3. “Crisis Team has come to the party. They come to you”. 

 
3.4. A further key theme from our amazing youth who attended the evening  was personal 

approaches & attitudes (within services). The Adult Mental Health Clinic was commended 
for taking the time to sit down and ask questions. One attendee stated that a “Māori 
counsellor really helped me. We could kōrero together. Could connect better”. Other 
comments included; “Listening with no judgement” and “recognition that success looks 
different for everyone”.  

 
4.0 What isn’t working well at the moment 

 
4.1. During our discussions on this topic, a key theme was the access to information. Many 

youth did not know where to start when seeking help and there was a feeling that their 
thoughts did not matter or were not serious enough, we had one quote, “where do you sort 
of start, am I ‘bad’ enough” followed with “not knowing where to go is the problem”. These 
responses indicate this is a serious issue for youth needing and wanting help, but not 
knowing where to find it. For the youth that did reach out, there were barriers to accessing 
services. Costs for services is a high barrier and as well as waiting times. Our attendees’ 
experiences are something no youth should feel when seeking help towards mental health 
and addiction.  Experiences such as; "Do you have to be bleeding out to get help?"; "Got 
turned away (addiction services) because I was under 18 and how was I getting the alcohol. 
Really harsh to deal with and pretty disheartening"; "Kidsline didn't answer for a couple of 
days" and "there is no place to go unless you're in a crisis". Display the harsh reality people 
are experiencing. 

 
4.2. Our attendees, if they managed to receive services, found the quality lacking as stated by 

one youth; “the services are shit mate”. To break this down further, there were four key 
issues; 

 
4.2.1. Lack of resources; 

 



 

4.2.2. A lack of Professional Conduct, from trained staff, negatively impacting 
the experience; 

4.2.3. The experience has been de-humanised by professionals, negatively 
impacting the experience; and 

4.2.4. Lack of knowledge, understanding, and training in mental health issues 
within schools. 

  
4.3. The extensiveness of this issue is summarised by our attendees on Schedule 1 attached to 

this document.  
 

4.4. There is a lack of communication between services which negatively impacts wellbeing, 
attitudes from services such as “go for prevention not intervention” and having no 
communication between services is failing our youth. Funding from services came through 
again as an issue with attendees noting that “GP assessments of 10 minutes is not ok” and 
“15 mins is not enough to get the whole story”.  With GP’s being the first point of contact 
for some, it is crucial that this time is spend supporting the youth and allowing the time to 
understand the needs of youth to provide the correct services.  

 
4.5. A holistic approach needs to be taken to provide a more effective care plan with 

individuals. Medication came through as the most likely outcome from a GP visit. 
Experiences with medications included; 

 
4.5.1. "Anti-depressants used to prevent liability, but mask symptoms"; 
4.5.2. "GPs assessment & generic prescription of meds is terrible"; 
4.5.3. "GPs hand out meds like a lolly scramble"; 
4.5.4. "Alternative medicines are not provided as an option"; 
4.5.5. "I'd go to the doctor and the only answer was anti-depressants but I 

knew that wasn't the answer"; and 
4.5.6. "(We need to) move past the medical model of illness". 

 
4.6. The above experiences are just not good enough. There is a fundamental flaw in the system 

if medication is being give out in this way. A holistic approach and alternative therapies are 
key for capturing these youth to have the best possible outcome.  

 
4.7. Societal attitudes affect everyone and there are still barriers to break for mental health and 

addiction to be accepted in our society. These negative attitudes in society prevent people 
from seeking support. We do not want our youth to feel stigma, not be taken seriously or 
be labelled for seeking help.  

 
5.0 What could be done better? 

 
5.1. Our meeting brought together many insights and ideas on how the system could work 

better. Our attendees showed strong hope that by working together these ideas are 

 



 

reachable, allowing Aotearoa to have more successes in supporting youth through mental 
health and addiction.   

5.2. A key theme shown throughout the meeting was education, in all its forms, including; 
equality, prevention and social prejudice. The school sector was a huge area where services 
are requested. Ideas included: 

 
5.2.1. "Health coaching compulsory in secondary schools"; 
5.2.2. "Teach people to open up from a young age"; 
5.2.3. “Educating younger generation around compassion & empathy” 
5.2.4. "Focus on primary prevention & Education"; 
5.2.5. "Hire people to reach out to other people in Schools"; 
5.2.6. "Start the conversation earlier - change perspectives"; and 
5.2.7. "mental health literacy in primary and secondary school". 

 
5.3. Discrimination, judgment, and stigma around mental health and addiction needs to be 

removed. Starting education as young as primary school will assist in stopping the social 
prejudice that is out there. Verbal comments that support the idea of more education from 
out attendees included: 

 
5.3.1. "I'm not an addict - I have an addiction"; 
5.3.2. "Change the language & stigma around medication"; 
5.3.3. "Conveying feelings without being judged"; 
5.3.4. "change people's perception - It's not contagious"; 
5.3.5. "Regard people as human beings, rather than the issues they're having"; 

and 
5.3.6. "the way we view mental health - take it seriously instead of joking 

around, causing isolation". 
 

5.4. Men’s health was an area that needs vast work - "I would like to see more services that 
focus on men's mental health". Ideas such as "improving communication between [the] GP 
& Psychologist" and having ‘one on one mobile support workers” can improve this area. 
Considering that New Zealand has one of the highest youth suicide rates in the OECD 
amongst males. This area needs a shake up, quickly and correctly.  

 
5.5. Time is one of the most valuable things one person can give to another. Time was an 

important concept for mental health and addiction services to be more successful. 
Comments such as “1 hour a week wasn't enough", "more time with doctors and 
counsellors" and “make the waiting period disappear" display the lack of time currently 
available. Along with time, a good plan in place for the continuation of care was requested 
and improving rehabilitation services. These services, in order to be successful need to be 
affordable and have a good platform in place to ensure the person taking these services can 
grow positively and feel supported along their journey.  

 

 



 

5.6. Holistic approaches and alternative therapies were requested. Praise was given in ‘things 
that are going well’ from youth who experience alternative therapies and a holistic 
approach. With ‘what could be done better’, youth were stating that the GP would just 
prescribe medication instead of taking a look at the whole picture and providing options. 
Our youth request that holistic approaches and alternative therapies are options more 
readily available. Services such as a "Spiritual Rehab" or a "programme to connect with land 
and [connect on a] spiritual level instead of handing out pills" or events with "Community 
music and art" are ideas for alternative therapies. The holistic approaches could be based 
on the Te Whare Tapa Whā model. These include; 

 
5.6.1. Taha tinana (physical wellbeing); 
5.6.2. Taha wairua (spiritual wellbeing); 
5.6.3. Taha whānau (family and social wellbeing); 
5.6.4.  and taha hinengaro (mental wellbeing). 

 
5.7. The media has been influencing the attendees; ideas such as "Less social media" and 

"remove propaganda in media" were communicated during our meeting.  
 

5.8. Having a strong community came through as a leading idea for what could be done better 
in the mental health and addiction services. A focus on the community, whānau/family 
culture and connecting with our people, including listening was a high need for our youth. 
Ideas included: 

 
5.8.1. "Cultural identity education made compulsory"; 
5.8.2. "Communal living"; 
5.8.3. "more of this stuff all the time, mental health and addiction Kōrero"; 
5.8.4. "Focus on organic community"; 
5.8.5. "more māori professionals”; and 
5.8.6. "Everyone would have a family, a firm gritty group to journey with". 

 
6.0 From your point of view, what sort of society would be best for the mental health of all 

our people? 
 

6.1. Our attendees had amazing ideas on what a healthy, positive society would look like. A key 
theme was the normalisation of mental health, a society that normalises mental health and 
removes the stigma. It takes away the shame and normalises talking about depression and 
taking away the judgment. This society does not “put people in boxes”  or “[not] want to ask 
the hard questions”. It allows for emotional intelligence, knowing that it is ok to have 
emotions, it’s ok to not be happy, and it's ok not to be ok. We “don’t need to pretend or hide 
it”, it would be “a society that treats trouble with love and understanding”.   

 

 



 

6.2. There would be a high level of acceptance and respect, a society that “accepts everyone 
without question” and “doesn’t think you’re different because you suffer from mental health 
and/or addiction”. This society would “create a loving and accepting environment”, a 
comfortable area for everyone. A society that is open, honest, and connects with people; 
we would have “a sense of unity - shared goals’, a “safe open space for everyone regardless 
of belief”, a strong “human connection” and a society that is “proactive and motivated to 
help each other”. 

 
6.3. We would be "catching it before crisis - early intervention" and have a "well trained 

community" that would create "a country where you can just BREATHE". We would be able 
to work out and “eliminate underlying causes such as abuse and rape". Education would be 
high importance for all schools to build strong rangatahi. There would be;  

 
6.3.1. "Education across the field from children through to adults"; 
6.3.2. "Education warning signs and how to approach these conversations"; 
6.3.3. "Education on how our actions can influence"; 
6.3.4. "Education for everyone and those with authority"; 
6.3.5. "Education and early intervention for prevention"; and 

 
6.4. We would have a gender equal society, there would be “less man up attitude,” and this 

society would allow for the full spectrum of masculinity and femininity”. There would be 
inclusiveness; a “truly equal society … that empowers people”. Everyone would be equal 
regardless of what they do and we would “move past the she’ll be right attitude”.  

 
6.5. We would have strong whānau/family support; everyone would also know that someone 

cared for them and was ready and willing to support them. There would be someone who 
was checking on you and this society would “value time off given to parents whose children 
need them”. 

 
6.6. One of the most important aspects of this society would be having a purpose. Everyone 

would have a purpose, with a sense of belonging and encouraged to be their best. It would 
be; 

 
6.6.1. "One that focuses on your talents and passions instead of weaknesses"; 
6.6.2. "Where everyone has a sense of belonging and purpose"; 
6.6.3. "A society where everyone has purpose, meaning and worth"; 
6.6.4. "Society that encourages people from a young age to find their passion 

and what they are good at; 
6.6.5. "Society that will let you develop your strong points"; and 
6.6.6. "Promoting people to achieve their best". 

 
7.0 Summary 

 

 



 

7.1. While there were positives spoken about the current system, the things working ‘not so 
well’ were more predominant. Experiences were given that we do not want to see any 
rangatahi have to go through, especially alone. Our attendees had many ideas on what 
could be done better and what the ideal society would look like, hoping that one day, this 
would be a reality.  

 
7.2. Seed Waikato wishes to thank the government for the opportunity to submit on the mental 

health and addiction inquiry. If you have any further queries, do not hesitate to contact 
Gemma Major, Chair and Co-founder, Seed Waikato, email: seedwaikato@gmail.com or 
mobile: +64 022 639 2371.   

 



 

Schedule 1  
 
Question 2 - What isn’t working well at the moment - Quotes 
 

● "Do you have to be bleeding out to get help?". 
● "Got turned away (addiction services) because I was under 18 and how was I getting the 

alcohol. Really harsh to deal with and pretty disheartening". 
● "Kidsline didn't answer for a couple of days". 
● "There is no place to go unless you're in a crisis". 
● "The waiting list is so long that I couldn't get help when I needed it". 
● "HUGE wait times for services - allows the problem to get worse". 
● "Managing my health is so expensive". 
● "The waitlist was a killer". 
● "The hospitals don't have the beds. There is a shortage everywhere of staff". 
● "High suicide risks should not be released to family for care". 
● "Staff responses have been threatening not calming". 
● "Had to go in very emotionless because GP was very inappropriate and didn't care". 
● "Counsellor focused on her life rather than me. She was quite inappropriate". 
● "Being mis-diagnosed". 
● "At age 14, 2 overdoses, told next time I'll be let go". 
● "I felt like I was in prison". 
● "The environment where care is offered feels like a prison". 
● "I'm a mum begging for help & no one takes me seriously". 
● "The clinical language and approach really dehumanised the situation". 
● "Schools tend to punish rather than assist". 
● "Schools standing down students with mental health & addiction coz (because) it's a bad 

look". 
● "Teachers need resources to be aware". 
● "My highschool guidance counsellors didn't really know 100% what they were doing". 
● "Go for prevention not intervention". 
● "The mental health system is no set up to deal with the whole person". 
● "No communication between services". 
● "When you have multiple problems no one connects the dots, so you keep falling inbetween 

the cracks". 
● "GP assessments of 10 minutes is not ok". 
● "15 mins is not enough to get the whole story". 
● "No follow up". 
● "I went to a doctor recently and didn't get a follow up". 
● "Referral process is no good". 
● "Anti-depressants used to prevent liability, but mask symptoms". 
● "GPs assessment & generic prescription of meds is terrible". 
● "GPs hand out meds like a lolly scramble". 
● "Alternative medicines are not provided as an option". 

 



 

● "I'd go to the doctor and the only answer was anti-depressants but I knew that wasn't the 
answer". 

● "(We need to) move past the medical model of illness". 
● "She'll be alright - sometimes it's NOT". 
● "Inability to speak out and not taken seriously. 'Older' people not understanding and thinking 

we are snowflakes". 
● "(I was) labelled an addict or mentally unwell, but that's just an experience not the true you". 
● "Fear and shame from contacting someone". 
● "Not taken seriously". 
● "I am a mum crying out for help and nobody takes me seriously". 
● "Stigma attached to help seeking deters people from seeking help". 

 


